Collaborative Partners in Over $770,000 Of Research Funding at WTAMU

Planning, designing, and writing research proposals for sponsored research requires a significant commitment of time and effort. In collaboration with Hanover Research, WTAMU is providing faculty researchers support in the following areas:

- Proposal prospect research
- Proposal production
- Research design consulting
- Comprehensive proposal review and critique
- Rejected proposal rewriting and resubmission
- Grant application renewal
- Proposal production management

Hanover’s success includes awards from a variety of agencies and entities, including:

- National Institutes of Health
- National Science Foundation
- National Endowment for the Arts
- National Endowment for the Humanities

We are currently reviewing projects for the 2015-2016 Hanover support program.

For more information, please contact Steve McLean — 651-2983, smclean@wtamu.edu, or visit Killgore Research Center room 176. Steve is working with Dr. Angela Spaulding, VP of Research, to implement and deliver the WTAMU/Hanover Research Grant Support Program. Only a select number of projects can be facilitated each year based on the contractual terms with Hanover.